
The Republic of Korea would like to kindly request your country to positively
consider participating in the following A^SEM joint projects.

[ ASEM-DUO Fellowship Programme ]

a The ASEM-DUO is а scholarship-granting programme for university students and 
teachers engaging in educational exchanges.

□ It was jointly proposed by the heads of Korea, France and Singapore and adopted as 
an ASEM Initiative at the 3rd ASEM Summit in 2000. It has supported 3,425 
students and academics by 2017 and in recognition of these achievements, and the 
4th phase (2016-2020) of ASEM-DUO was approved at the 10th ASEM Summit in 
2014.

□ In order to achieve balanced mobility between Asia and Europe, the ASEM-DUO 
requires that a PAIR (one from Asia and the other from Europe) of students or 
teachers j oin the programme.

□ ASEM-DUO is flexible in terms of it allows each participants to decide other terms 
except the 3 core principles. Also, once participants are qualified to join the 
programme, the secretariat helps to complete necessary procedures.

3 Core Principles
Pairing - One from Asia, one from Europe
Duration Unit - Students: One semester(4 months)

- Professors : One month
Fellowship - Students: 1,000-2,000 Euros/pair for a month

- Professors: 1,500-30,000 Euros/pair for a month

o The Programme is currently supported by six contributing members (Republic of 
Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Sweden, and Belgium (Flemish Community and 
French Community)).

□ However, there are more Asian students or professors than those from Europe; 76% 
of contribution was made by Asian members since 2008.

□ Therefore, the Republic of Korea encourage European member states to contribute 
more in order to tackle the existing imbalance. Also, the Government of the ROK



suggest active participation o f ASEM members in the programme to achieve т о к  
balanced exchanges and enhance mutual understanding between two regions.

ASEM-DUO Fellowship Programme
□ The A SE M -D U O  is a fellowship-granting programme for university students and teachers 

in A S E M  member countries who engage in twcnway educational exchanges between A sian and ! 

European institutions and it supported 3,425 students and professors by 2017.
j

□ The Programme has promoted balanced and regular-basts exchanges of students, teachers 

and professors between Europe and Asia and contributed to mutual understanding between i 
people of A sia  and Europe since it w as jointly proposed by the heads of Korea, France a n d ! 
Singapore and adopted at the 3"* A S E M  Summrt(2000).
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j o  For more information: (H) www.asemduo.ora/ (E) shlee@ aserod uo.org/ f P  -82-2-72043712

http://www.asemduo.ora/_(E)_shlee@aserod_uo.org/

